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Overview!
•  Presents a framework for distributed 

flocking algorithms!
– Peer to peer architecture!
– Can handle obstacles and navigational goals!
– Embodies Reynolds’ three rules of flocking!

•  Three new algorithms for flocking!
•  2D and 3D simulations using new 

algorithms!
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Introduction!
•  Applications of flocking:!
 !
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Introduction!
•  Reynolds’ three rules of flocking:!

– Flock Centering: attempt to stay close to 
nearby flockmates!

– Obstacle Avoidance: avoid collisions with 
nearby flockmates!

– Velocity Matching: attempt to match velocity 
with nearby flockmates!

•  Cohesion, separation, and alignment!
 !
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Introduction!
•  Previous limitations include:!

1.  The algorithms are centralized and require that 
each agent interacts with every other agent!

2.  The algorithms do not possess (environmental) 
obstacle avoidance capabilities!

3.  The algorithms lead to irregular fragmentation 
and/or collapse!

4.  Unbounded forces are used for collision 
avoidance!

5.  The algorithms do not possess distributed 
tracking (or migration) capabilities for groups !
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Introduction!
•  Fundamental questions:!

1.  How do we design scalable flocking algorithms and 
guarantee their convergence? !

2.  What does cohesion mean for groups and how is it 
achieved in a distributed way?!

3.  What are the stability analysis problems related to 
flocking?!

4.  What types of order exist in flocks?  
!
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Introduction!
•  Fundamental questions:!

5.  How do agents in flocks perform obstacle 
avoidance?!

6.  How do flocks perform split/rejoin maneuvers or 
pass through narrow spaces?  
!

7.  How do flocks migrate from point A to B? do they 
need any leaders?  
!

8.  What is a flock? and what constitutes flocking? !
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Preliminaries – graphs and nets!

•  Each agent has a position, !
•  Configuration of all agents:!

•  Framework: configuration and 
corresponding graph!

•  Interaction range,             , defines the 
spatial neighborhood of each agent!
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Preliminaries – graphs and nets!
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Preliminaries – graphs and nets!

•  Dynamic agents have the following 
equations of motion:!

•  In the dynamic case, the graph            
may change over time and is referred to 
as net !
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Preliminaries – graphs and nets!

•  Interaction range limits agent 
communication to their local surroundings!

•  In this paper the nets are undirected!
•  Directed nets may be used if!

– Agents have different interaction ranges!
– Agents use a conic neighborhood!
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Preliminaries – α-lattices!

•  An α-lattice is a configuration satisfying:!

•  Scale of an α-lattice: !
•  Ratio of an α-lattice: !
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Preliminaries – α-lattices!
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•  α-lattice examples:!



Preliminaries – α-lattices!

•  A quasi α-lattice is a configuration 
satisfying:!

•  Edge-length uncertainty: !
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Preliminaries – deviation energy!

•  Deviation energy measures how much a 
configuration differs from an α-lattice:!

•                       is the pairwise potential 
function!

•  Deviation energy is a nonsmooth potential 
function!
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Preliminaries – σ-norm!

•  Euclidean norm is not differentiable at 0!
•  Instead, define the σ-norm (semi-norm):!

•  The gradient is given by:!
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Preliminaries – bump functions!

•  Indicator function vs. bump function!

•  Smooth adjacency matrices using:!
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Preliminaries – bump functions!

•  Define spatial adjacency matrix by:!

•  Set                           becomes an indicator 
function, but is still differentiable!
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Preliminaries – collective potential!

•  Collective potential is a smooth version of 
deviation energy!

!
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Preliminaries – collective potential!
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Preliminaries – Velocity Matching!
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•  Velocity mismatch function: !
!
•  Damping force: !

•  Expressed with m-dimensional graph 
Laplacians: !



Free-space Flocking Algorithms!
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•  Flocking without obstacles!
•  Two types of agents:!

–  α-agents: flock members!
–  γ-agents: group navigational objectives!

•  α-agent control input consists of 3 terms:!

Gradient 
based term!

Velocity 
consensus 

term!

Navigational 
feedback 

term!



Free-space Flocking Algorithms!
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•  Algorithm 1:!

Gradient based 
term 

 

Velocity 
consensus term 
 



Free-space Flocking Algorithms!
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•  Algorithm 2:!

•  State of γ-agents:  !

Gradient based 
term 

 

Velocity 
consensus term 
 

Navigational 
feedback 

term 
 



Free-space Flocking Algorithms!
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•  Algorithms 1 and 2 result in 
drastically different behavior!

•  Algorithm 1 embodies all 3 
Reynolds’ rules but rarely 
results in flocking!

•  Instead, it often creates 
fragmentation!

•  Algorithm 2 creates flocking!



Collective Dynamics!
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•  Collective dynamics of α-agents given 
by:!

!

•  Hamiltonian of the system (sum of all 
kinetic and potential energy):!



Collective Dynamics!
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•  Analyze the system from a moving frame 
centered on the center of mass, !



Collective Dynamics!
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•  Collective dynamics can be decomposed:!
– n systems in the moving frame!

– 1 system in the reference frame!



Stability Analysis!
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•  Stable flocking motion analyzed in both:!
– Stability of certain equilibria of the structural 

dynamics!
– Stability of a desired equilibrium of the 

translational dynamics!
•  Animal behavior may not require 

translational stability but engineering 
applications do!



Stability Analysis!
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•  Cohesive group: All agents stay within a 
ball of radius R > 0 centered at !

•  Flock: net G(q) is connected!

•  Quasi-flock: G(q) has a giant component!

•  Dynamic flock: agents are a flock over a 
given time interval!



Stability Analysis!
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•  For algorithm 1!
•  Assumes cohesion!
•  proves: converges to α-lattice, velocities 

match, no collisions!



Stability Analysis!
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•  For algorithm 2!
•  Does not assume cohesion!
•  proves: cohesion, converges to α-lattice, 

velocities match, no collisions!



Stability Analysis!
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•  Edges of α-lattice do not cross!
•  # of edges is linear in the number of 

agents!
•  α-lattices cannot be complete for 

reasonably sized number of agents!



Stability Analysis!
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•  A given α-lattice may only exist under 
certain interaction ranges!
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Algorithm 1 vs. Reynolds Rules!
•  Algorithm 1 embodies all 3 rules:!

– Flock centering!
– Obstacle avoidance!
– Velocity matching!

•  Can be analyzed using stress elements of 
a graph:!
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Algorithm 1 vs. Reynolds Rules!
•  Algorithm 1 expressed in terms of stress 

and adjacency elements:!

•  First term encompasses flock centering 
and obstacle avoidance!

•  Second term encompasses velocity 
matching!
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Algorithm 1 vs. Reynolds Rules!
•  To further decompose the stress term, 

partition neighbors into positive, negative, 
and neutral friends:!

•  Move towards center of positive friends, 
away from center of negative friends:!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

•  Represent nearby (active) obstacles as 
agents: β-agents!

•  β-agents are induced when α-agents 
come into close proximity with obstacles!

•  Obstacles are restricted to connected 
convex regions!

•  Focus on spheres or infinite walls!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

•  A β-agent is generated on the surface of 
obstacle, k, at the closest point to the α-
agent, i:!

•  β-agents are assigned a velocity based on 
their generating α-agent:!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

•  α and β neighbors are distinguished:!

•  Similarly, α and β edges are distinguished:!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

•  A constrained α-lattice is an α-lattice with 
β-agents included.!

•  Distances between two α-agents may 
differ from the distances between α and β-
agents !
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

•  Multi-species collective potential function:!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

•  Repulsive action function:!

•  Equals 0 for            , bounded!
•  Repulsive pairwise potential:!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

•  Algorithm 3:!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

!
•  Take the derivative of the Hamiltonian and 

show that it is always negative:!

•  Don’t analyze case with moving goal or 
permanent obstacles!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

•  γ-agent may be considered a virtual-
leader !

•  Is not a physical agent, and may be 
duplicated per α-agent for peer-to-peer!
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Flocking with Obstacle Avoidance!

•  Algorithm 3 attempts to take a direct route!
•  May be blocked by some obstacles!
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Simulation Results!
•  Parameters:!

– d=7, r=1.2d, d’=0.6d, r’=1.2d’!
–  ε=0.1 (for σ-norm)!
– h=0.2 (for          )!
– h=0.9 (for          )!
– Step size between 0.01-0.03 seconds!
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Simulation Results!
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Simulation Results!
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Simulation Results!
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Simulation Results!
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Simulation Results!
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Simulation Results!
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Simulation Results!
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Simulation Results!
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What Constitutes Flocking?!
•  Define flocking in a way that is objective 

and independent of algorithm!
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What Constitutes Flocking?!
•  To verify α-flocking, calculate 4 quantities:!

– Relative Connectivity!

– Cohesion Radius!

– Normalized Deviation Energy!

– Normalized Velocity Mismatch!
!
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What Constitutes Flocking?!
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What Constitutes Flocking?!
•  More accurate measure of connectivity:!

•  5 components with population 1,1,1,1,96:!
– C = 95/99!
– C* = 0.96!

•  5 components with population 20,20,20,20,20:!
– C = 95/99!
– C* = 0.2!
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Conclusions!
•  The theoretical framework presented is 

versatile and has desirable proven 
properties!

•  Used to build 3 flocking algorithms!
•  Simulations demonstrate the theoretical 

results of the framework!
•  Presents an algorithm-independent 

definition of flocking!
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